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SIR STAFFORD GRIPPS'S SPEECH TO THE

INSTITUTE OP LABOUR MANAGEMENT

Following is the text of a' speech to he made hy'the
Minister of Aircraft Production, Sir Stafford Cripps, in

addressing the invitation conference of the Institute of

Labour Management at the Waldorf Hotel at 7 p.m. tonight

(Friday).

It is a peculair pleasure to find myself here this evening as the guest of

the Institute of Labour Management. I not’only feel it a great honour to bo asked

to address you but a great opportunity, too, to speak of my views on personnel

management to a highly skilled gathering of those who are actually engaged in or

concerned with that very important matter*

I congratulate the Institute upon its past work and its present efforts.

The work that it is doing is of the greatest value to the country and merits the

whole-hearted support of every person engaged in this vitally important profession.

I would like to emphasize at the very cutset how necessary it is that all those who

are concerned with this task of personnel management should come together to discuss

their problems and to exchange their ideas and experiences. Only by so doing can

we raise the profession of personnel manager to the status which it should occupy

in our country.

It is impossible for any single individual, however brilliant at his or her

work, to get the best out of it in isolation. Everyone who is concerned with this

aspect of our industrial life should make a' point of belonging to such an institute

as this, and when they have joined should play their full part in its deliberations

and activities, Merc nominal membership it of no use. The Institute should not

be a club or a professional facade but a vigorous working body to which every member

makes his or her contribution.

T7e ore passing through what should be the formative years of groat profession,

and it is essential to establish in these ydors high standards of professional

knowledge and skill. To those high standards every individual can contribute some-

thing of value. That is why I regard it as: so Important at this time for all those

who realise the value of their work to take pn active part in the development of its

technique and standards.

personnel management is one of those aspects of our industrial effort that the

war has developed very greatly. It has come to the forefront because of the more

exacting conditions in industry due to the circumstances of the labour shortage

brought about by the war.

In many spheres of our life war conditions throw into strong relief problems

that have always been with us, but which do not appear so . difficult in the less

urgent times of peace. The difficulties of labour management have always been with

us, but they have been accentuated by the present need for exercising every care to

avoid "wastage of labour or lack of efficiency.

¥e shall nover succeed in solving our labour problems until we realise to the

full that the problems are human and not mechanical* In the old days in large

undertakings the workers were regarded by the- directorates as so many units of work*

Every step was taken to .get the most out of them at the lowest cost, and the fear

of unemployment if they were discharged was the sanction for their docile behaviour*

From the industrial point of view, the happiness, comfort and convenience of

tho worker was of little importanos. Provided the conditions were such that there

was not too great a wastage through ill-health, or too many strikes against
intolerable conditions, then matters were considered satisfactory*
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Conditions of working, feeding, ventilation and sanitation in the factories

were often appalling, and the home conditions of the -workers ‘were little'Cif' at'

all better.

The Industrialists aim was to got-the most-■possible out of the worker and

he did not concern himself with anything else.

That state of affairs has happily, changed in the majority of factories in

this country, but it has not yet changed sufficiently or universally.

It is the particular function of personnel management to deal with those

matters, and to amphasize their vital effect upon production and output.

During wartime there is no unemployment to speak of and consequently that

sanction, for bad conditions does not exist any longer. The workers feel more

confident and do not fear to demand just and proper treatment. This is the reason

why personnel management is now «o important to our war effort.

But there is another aspect of this change of circumstances.

The Government has, through the essential 'works orders, made it illegal for

at man or woman to leave his or her job with a particular employer. The workers axe

bound by lav/ to continue in their particular factories. The Government that

imposes those obligations on the workers for the sale of the wax effort is in duty

bound to insist that the conditions of employment are as reasonably good as is

possible in wax-time. This not only rela.tos to rates of wages and actual hours

and conditions of work, but to all the many other factors that affect so

ly the comfort and happiness of the workers.

I would put the first obligation of personnel management as being to see

that the workers individually and 'collectively are given the best possible
conditions in and out of the factory to enable them to work happily and with

comfort and contentment.

Not merely - though that would be reason enough - because in such

circumstances the greatest productive effort will be forthcoming, but because,

too, we arc all, as citizens, concerned to create conditions in and out of our

factories which will make for the greatest happiness of the greatest number in

cur country, \7ork should be a pleasant happy part of life and not an intolerable

hardship•

There has been a very considerable growth of _personnel management in

this country in recent years and particularly during the. war.

The figures for March 1943 which I have been given by the courtesy of the

Chief Inspector of Factories:, -who is keenly interested in, this matter, are as

follows:-

The number of factories employing over 500 persons is

estimated at 2,300, of 'which personnel managers or "welfare

supervisors are employed to the total number of 4>366.

In those factories employing between 250-500,. of which

there were 3 ,100, only 1,165 had personnel managers or

welfare supervisors to the total number of 1,393*

Though those figures axe of great interest they are not necessarily proof

of a satisfactory state of affairs even in those factories where there is some

personnel management or "welfare supervision.

The reason for this, I think, is that in so many cases the status of the

man or woman in charge is not high enough for the great responsibility that they

should carry.
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In', an intoix-stihg/sidnrcy- of a 2;Midland district in ' February 1942, covering
122 factories employing- oyersoo workers, it'’ ms ascertained that'welfare ■
arrangementsoavere- satisfactory; in 74 cases,-of which "54 had a personnel

manager and 20 a lieIfarc Officer, In 34-cases the conditions were : not

satisfactory, 16 of these being factories with a personnel; manager'-and 18

■with a welfare officer. The other 14 factories had neither personnel management
nor welfare Officer.
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It is interesting to : note that, 54- out of 70 with personnel managers were

satisfactory or-.77' per cent, whereas only 20'out of 38 were satisfactory with

a welfare Officer, that is 52 per cent, o

The status of a personnel manager is superior to that of a welfare officer

in nearly every ease, h

Of the 74 satisfactory eases it' is ..interesting to note that 33 wore responsible

directly to the directors, 25 to the General Managers (or equivalent) and only

16 were under the forks Managers,

I give you these figures because they arc, I -think, on the whole, encouraging*

They show that a considerable percentage of Boards of Directors have realised

the
very great importance of personnel management. It is only where the

Board, is itself directly interested and anxious for the success of personnel

management, that it will be truly effective.

There arc still far too many factories, where it is regarded as a fad or as

a sop to sentimentalists and where the man or woman charged with the task of

welfare supervision has not the status necessary to. make the job a success.

But if wo arc to insist upon a high status and a large area of responsibility,
we must sec to it that there is available a supply of-highly and specially '
trained-men and women who arc not only skilful, at their job, but who have, too/
those fine professional standards which such a task indubitably demands. It

is not a job into which any well-intentionedperson can be safely thrust; it

requires skill and training of a nigh degree raid I hope that the war-time

emergency methods of training mil be amplified and stabilised into- an increased

number of regular post-graduate courses at the univcrsiticcgaftcr the war.

The widespread development of personnel management in wartime is a splendid

thing, but there care always great dangers in the sudden expansion of any

profession, the usefulness of which depends upon the. maintenance of a good
standard of a ility and experience in its practitioners.

It would, of course, be entirely,• wrong to insist on the strict observance

of formal standards at a time such as'this. Indeed the access of new blood into

many occupations and professions during this war has been most invigorating.
Under these conditions, however, it is easy for standards to be relaxed and for

the shadow to be mist.-aken for the substance. It is not enough to have the

words ’’Personnel Manager" given a prominent position on the Organisation Chart,

V/hat matters is the competence of the Personnel Manager; his or her understanding:
of the task; and the spiritmnd thoroughness with which it is carried out in

the works or factory,
’
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It is most important that all the inter-related aspects of personnel work should

be centralised in one personnel department, which, with the help of other specialists,

should be responsible for employment, initiation and -training of new workers and

promotion of established staff, maintenance of good working conditions, health

services, joint consultation, general welfare, analysis of labour turnover and other

relevant records and statistics* It is impossible to over-emphasise the need for the

centralisation of these functions# These matters are so closely inter-related that

satisfactory results cannot be obtained in any other way* If the personnel depart-

ment in a large organisation is divided up purely functionally so that an individual

employee has to deal with one person when he or she is interviewed, another when he

starts work, another when ho want a transfer, another when he is absent, another for

any of the welfare activities, the new-comer is completely confused and cannot feel

there is a genuine interest in him as a person.

another Important point is the. establishment of friendly relations between

personnel officers and Trade Union officials, I know that it is the policy of this

Institute to maintain and develop good relations between personnel managers and the

official representatives of the workers; but there is sometimes a disposition among

personnel managers - even in firms with an active and forward-looking personnel

pclicy - to neglect the opportunities of making full contact with Trade Union

officials. Sometimes these contacts may appear to complicate an already long and

complex chain of procedure, but I do most strongly suggest to you that it is a pro-

found mistake to neglect the advantages of good working relations with Trade Union

officials. To my mind every personnel manager should understand the history, ob-

jects and psychology of the Trade Union movement, which has grown up as part of the

democratic development of our country and which forms the essential and acknowledged -*4

link between organised employers and organised labour, "w

Trade Unions which were at one time wholly concerned in fighting'for fair wages

and conditions for the workers now liave a much wider role to play in the organisation
of industry.

a

It is my duty to visit many factories and to see for myself something of the.

work which is go.ing on. No side of this work interests me more than the Personnel

Management side.

In considering this side of the work of a factory I do ny best to do what is

always difficult - to assess the reality behind the respectfully polished appearance*

It may interest you to know' the sort of points which, it seems to me, are

important, and,which I 'should like to put to the management of every business of any

size in this country.

(a) First of all I would stress the need for joint consultation within every

establishment between representatives of management, technical staffs and workers.

The proper functioning of Joint Production Committees is a very' important

part of personnel management. They must not only exist, but they must

smoothly and efficiently and the management must be responsive to their suggestions

and advice. No such Committee will continue to do its job satisfactorily unless

it can see in actual fact the results of its deliberations and gain a quick response
to its suggestions.

This is of great importance psychologically to the good temper of a factory and

a good temper means good production efficiency.

/I am
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I run constantly hearing during my visits to factories the high praise of

the skill and intelligence of the workers both male and female and that skill has

played no, mean part in our war effort, •

But it deserves something more than praise, it deserves serious consid

oration and consultation ,in the running of the factory.

The workers of this country'grow in intelligence every year
- it is for

that wo spend sc much (and it ought to be a great deal more) on education.

This position must bo realised and met by Industry and it can only be met

satisfactorily by treating the workers as partners, not only of muscle but of

brain too in the production processes.

(b) The first point is. a. general one of consultation, giving the worker a

proper status and respect. Next there arc the many questions relating to working
conditions both, generally and with reference to the use of particular processes

and machines. ■There is no justification for the waste of the, worker’s energy or

health as the result of bad conditions or inconsiderate arrangements for the work.

Rost pauses, refreshment, proper hours and holidays, are as important as

ventilation, sanitation, cleanliness and lighting.

(•e) Many defects in those matters may be disclosed by the degree of

absenteeism or wastage of labour.

'.One often hears the excuse that Labour in our district is very bad when in

reality it is the conditions of work that arc very bad. I notice that where there

are good conditions and good personnel management absenteeism and wastage are much

lower than in other•factories where conditions are not so good, and there is no

■pers onnel management.

(d) Another important point is the engagement and follow up of labour in

the factory. Today we expect an intelligent appreciation of the fact that

different individuals have different capabilities and that each person merits an

examination to find the most appropriate job for them to work on.

Similarly the whole question of internal transfers and of promotions should

be decided only after consultation with the personnel manager, who should have an

appreciation of the aptitudes of the different workers.

(e) Then the -whole question of training fresh entrants to their particular

jobs as well as to the general atmosphere of the factory and its special rules

should be the job of the personnel manager. This is an especially important task

in war time with its great mass of green labour.

(f) Another large area of work concerns the whole health services of the

factory and the feeding of the workers in the canteen as well as their entertain-

ment
•

(g) But beyond this - especially in wartime -is the question of their

billeting and their transport and the thousand-and-one personal problems which

may react upon them to make their work loss efficient.

Often directors are prepared to spend large sums to soe that their valuable

‘machinery is well looked after and repaired but they are prepared to neglect the

far more delicate human machinery which they use because they believe that it can ,

easily bo replaced. But this human machinery is a vital national asset, especially

in wartime, and, if only for economic reasons, we cannot afford to neglect or

waste it.

(h) Finally there is the need for proper records and statistics without

which it is impossible to judge the value of firework that is being done.

In large units in -particular scientific records are the bases cf successful

personnel management and are the only test against, which the efficiency of the

methods employed can be checked.

If all these points are thoroughly attended to by a personnel manager -who

has the status necessary to carry his recommendations into operation, it will be

a very exceptional state of circurns-fcanoes that will produce on unhappy or

inefficient factory.

/it would
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It would be fatal to imagine that after the war the need for good personnel

management will disappear. Detailed postrwar plans have not yet been crystallised,
but:if one thing is certain it is that our wartime efficiency drive must be

carried on into the post-war world. Three factors in that world are plain. As

your Institute said at the Washington Conference in 1938, wo have today "the most

articulate generation of workers the world has ever known", and that is now even

more true than in 1938, TJQ have also before us the.most difficult and expensive

period of reconstruction, and, finally, we have a greatly developed sense of

social responsibility in the general community. In the las.t analysis, many of

the answers to our industrial problems will depend on the efficiency and product-

ivity of industry and on the satisfactions that life in industry is able to offer

to the working community.

From the managements of industry, strengthened by trained personnel

administrators, wo must look for bold and imaginative planning based on scientific

analysis of . facts, and also for the high industrial efficiency without which
_

these plans will come to nought. That country which provides the greatest
contentment and happiness for its workers will provide the most efficient

industries and will deserve the leadership of the world.

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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